Notes:
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. All posts to be capped.
4. All new posts to be black.
5. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
6. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.

Remove and set aside 20mph zone entry and exit signs from lamp column. Relocate removed signs to location 1.

Remove and set aside 20mph zone entry and exit signs from post. Remove and dispose of post extension. Relocate removed signs to location 2.

Remove and set aside for reuse 20mph zone signs. Relocate removed signs to location 13. Remove and dispose of post extension.

Remove and set aside for reuse CPZ sign. Replace post with new taller post to accommodate CPZ sign and diag 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever sign. Cantilever CPZ and 20mph zone signs into footway.

Fix diag. 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever to new post. Install post front of footway. Cantilever signs into footway.

Relocate signs to location 13. Remove and dispose of post extension.

Remove and dispose of post.

Relocate removed 20mph zone signs from lamp column.

Remove and set aside for reuse

Fix diag. 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever to new post. Install post front of footway. Cantilever signs into footway.

Remove and set aside for reuse CPZ sign and diag 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever sign. Cantilever CPZ and 20mph zone signs into footway.

Relocate removed signs to location 14.

Remove and dispose of post extension.

Relocate removed signs to location 2.

Replace post with new taller post to accommodate CPZ sign and diag 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever sign. Cantilever CPZ and 20mph zone signs into footway.

Remove and dispose of post extension.

Relocate removed signs to location 13. Remove and dispose of post extension.

Remove and set aside for reuse

Fix diag. 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever to new post. Install post front of footway. Cantilever signs into footway.

Remove and dispose of post extension.

Replace post with new taller post to accommodate CPZ sign and diag 674 and 675 (20zone) cantilever sign. Cantilever CPZ and 20mph zone signs into footway.

Remove and dispose of post extension.

Relocate removed signs to location 13. Remove and dispose of post extension.

Remove and dispose of post extension.

Relocate removed signs to location 2.
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. New posts to be black.
3. All signs to be capped.
4. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
5. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
6. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.

Diag 674 (20mph Zone Entry)  
Diag 675 (20mph Zone Exit)  
Diag 676 (Number 20)  
Diag 679 (Number 20)  
Diag 1065 (2.3 x 1.5m)  

Existing post  
Existing lamp column (LC) - Sign Post (SP)
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Remove and set aside for reuse CPZ sign. Replace post with new taller post to accommodate CPZ sign and diag 674 and 675 cantilever. Fix diag 674 and 675 cantilever sign into footway and above CPZ sign.

Remove and set aside for reuse CPZ sign. Replace post with new taller post to accommodate CPZ sign and diag 674 and 675 cantilever. Fix diag 674 and 675 cantilever sign into footway and above CPZ sign.

Notes:
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
4. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
5. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
6. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
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